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A POP IN KOREAN
SECURITIES FINANCE?
BY KATY BURN E

SEOUL TRAIN
South Korea’s equity lending revenues last year outpaced those across Asia
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KOREA IS PRODUCING A VARIETY OF
NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR INVESTMENT
AND FINANCING. CORPORATIONS AND
CONGLOMERATES THERE ARE LOOKING
TO TURN MORE DOMESTIC SECURITIES
INTO CASH AND MOBILIZE MORE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT DEBT AS COLLATERAL.
BY KATY BURNE
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A COUNTRY COMPARISON
Korea’s equity lending market is primarily specials-driven
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In Japan, roughly 40% of equities on loan are general collateral
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“It would be premature to
judge whether Korean
securities could be HQLA
or not ... but we are expecting
that KTBs can be used as
global eligible collateral.”
JINIL LEE,
KOREA SECURITIES DEPOSITORY (KSD)
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Korean government bonds could be

Lending in the local fixed-income
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BOND ISSUES
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RIDING THE WAVE
Korean equity lending balances and fees were rising in 2017 and 2018
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